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Abstract

This paper presents an approach for providing realistic force feedback to users manipulating serial-chain virtual mechanisms.

In the proposed approach, a haptic device controller is designed that penalizes users’ motion along the directions resisted by the

virtual joints. The resisted directions span the null spacethe Jacobian of the virtual mechanism computed at the users’hand, and

are derived via a Singular Value Decomposition-based algorithm. Haptic numerical performance is achieved by computing the

resisted directions on the graphics processor, and by usingthem on the haptics processor to derive the control signal that restricts

users’ motion as required by the virtual joints. The performance of the proposed approach is validated through experimental

manipulations of links with unrestricted and with restricted motion within a planar virtual world.

I. I NTRODUCTION

Realistic haptic manipulation of virtual mechanisms (VMs), from any link and through singularities, is potentially beneficial

in virtual prototyping [1], medical simulators, education, motion editing for animation [2], and computer games [3]. For

example, operation of links with insufficient degrees of freedom (DOFs) is important in training for laparoscopy, wherethe

scope limits the motion of the tool at the point of entry. Despite such promising applications, little research has addressed

the haptic rendering of user interaction with a virtual environment through a VM [1], [4], [5], [3], [2], [6], [7]. This ispartly

because the dynamics of VMs are challenging to compute at guaranteed speeds of the order of hundreds of Hz, as required

for haptic manipulation of virtual environments.
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To overcome the computational challenges, existing haptics research has focused primarily on the simulation of VMs. For

example, efficient mechanism dynamics are the major concernin [1], [4], [2]. Accurate contact and collision models are

proposed in [5], [7], [8]. Redundancy resolution and efficient dynamics of mechanisms with multiple branches are addressed

in [6]. Generality and interactive performance are the key objectives of the object-oriented simulator proposed in [7]. Much of

this haptics work builds on earlier developments in robot modeling [9], [10], [11], [12], and control [13], [14], in computational

dynamics [15], and in graphics [16]. Its main objective is toincrease the realism of the haptic manipulation via increasing the

physical accuracy of interactive mechanism simulations.

In addition to depending on the physical accuracy of the virtual environment, realistic haptic manipulation of VMs hinges on

the technique used to apply the simulated forces to users. Two haptic rendering methods have been developed in prior research.

A virtual proxy1 [17] has been employed to apply forces to users during point manipulations of VMs through pushing2 [2], [7].

A virtual coupler3 [18], [19] has been used to apply wrenches (forces and torques) to users during rigid body manipulations [7].

Both the virtual proxy and the virtual coupler have been employed to compute penalty-like wrenches at the high speed of

the force control loop while the virtual environment has been generated at lower speeds [2], [7]. Due to the lower speed at

which the virtual environment has been simulated, only limited stiffness has been rendered to users [7]. The advantage of

virtual coupler control is that the coupling parameters canbe chosen such that the interaction is guaranteed stable. However,

the virtual coupler low-pass filters the virtual interactions and does not allow users to feel physical phenomena represented

through forces with frequency components above its cutoff frequency.

This paper proposes a new approach for haptic rendering of rigid body manipulations of open-loop VMs. The proposed

approach is the first that enables users to operate open-loopVMs from any link and through singularities without low-pass

filtering the wrenches rendering the interactions between the VM and other virtual objects. In this approach, a haptic device

controller is designed as an integral part of a previously developed control architecture [20]. The new controller enforces the

VM joint constraints, and the existing architecture applies to users the VM inertia and the contact interactions between the VM

and the virtual environment. The proposed controller acts as generalized springs and dampers that oppose users’ motionalong

the directions resisted by the virtual joints. These directions are selected using the orthogonal complement of the VM Jacobian,

computed at the user’s hand. By augmenting the existing architecture with the new controller, the present approach allows

manipulations of serial-chain VMs from any user-selected link. By proposing a controller that acts orthogonal to the directions

1The virtual proxy is a simulated small sphere connected to the user’s finger through a simulated spring and a damper when constrained by other objects
in the virtual environment and collocated with the user’s finger otherwise.

2The virtual proxy can be used only for pushing because it behaves similar to a contact constraint by definition.
3The virtual coupler is a controller that acts as a generalized (translational and rotational) spring and damper connection between the user and the end

effector of the VM.
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along which users feel the VM interactions with the virtual environment, the approach does not low-pass filter the virtual

contact forces. Hence, it enables users to feel physical phenomena represented through contact forces with high frequency

components, such as collisions [8]. Haptic numerical performance is achieved by distributing the computations between the

simulation and the haptics processors. In particular, the geometry of the joint and of the contact constraints is computed in

the simulation, at lower speed (of the order of tens of Hz), and is sent to the haptics processor. On the haptics processor,

the proposed controller and a local model of interaction [21] use this geometry to derive the wrenches applied to users. As

illustrated experimentally in Section VIII, stiffer jointconstraints can be imposed on users via this implementationof the

proposed approach than via connecting users to the VM through virtual coupling.

The haptic rendering of joint constraints presented in thispaper is related to work in [22], [23], and [24]. In that work,

the tracing of a virtual surface has been implemented via thehaptic manipulation of a VM4. The VM was designed such

that it had no singularity in the workspace of interest and only allowed motion in the plane tangent to the desired surface

(the configuration space of the VM coincided with the virtualsurface). Furthermore, virtual springs and dampers were used to

connect the haptic device to the virtual end effector. Similar to [22], [23], and [24], the approach proposed herein alsopenalizes

users’ motion along the directions resisted by the virtual joints. However, unlike those works, the present approach isdesigned

to enable realistic and unrestricted manipulations of serial-chain VMs within dynamic multibody virtual environments rather

than the tracing of virtual surfaces. Therefore, it forces users to trace the configuration manifold of the VM that users operate

only when users exceed this manifold. When users move insidethe workspace of the VM, the approach enables them to feel

the VM inertia, as well as the VM interactions with other virtual objects.

In this paper, the control architecture implementing the proposed approach is presented in Section II. The method used to

generate the VM is overviewed in Section III. The haptic rendering of the VM inertia and of the VM joint constraints is

presented in Sections IV and V. Simulated haptic manipulations of a planar three-links VM from various links is discussed in

Section VI. The efficient implementation of the approach is detailed in Section VII. Haptic manipulations of a planar three-links

VM from various links are illustrated in Section VIII. Conclusions and directions for future work are discussed in Section IX.

II. CONTROL ARCHITECTURE

The control architecture proposed in [20] is used for hapticrendering of user interaction within rigid multibody virtual

environments in this work. The architecture comprises an impedance [25] device controller and a four channel teleoperation [26]

haptic controller. The device controller matches the impedance of the haptic device to the impedance of the VM held by the

4Haptic manipulation of a crank has been used for tracing a virtual circle in [22] and haptic manipulation of a two-link Cartesian mechanism has been
used for tracing NURBS surfaces in [23] and [24].
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user. The haptic controller regards the haptic device as themaster and the VM as the slave [20], and applies the VM contact

(environment) forces to the user’s hand. A simplified mechanical representation of one dimensional haptic interactionvia the

four channel haptic control architecture (excluding the communication delay and the force scaling factor) is depictedin Fig. 1.

In this figure, it is considered that the dynamics of the haptic device (master) and of the VM (slave) are dominated by their

respective inertias, while the dynamics of the environmentare predominantly compliant. Therefore, the impedances ofthe haptic

deviceZHD and of the VMZVM are represented via their massmHD andmVM , respectively. The environment impedanceZenv is represented via the spring-damper connection that opposes the VM motion with an environment forcefenv . The user

applies a forcefh to the device, and the four channel teleoperation controller connects the haptic device to the operational

point of the VM. Via the two force channels, the controller feedforwards the user-applied force to the VM and feeds back the

environment force to the user’s hand. Via the two position channels, it acts as a spring-damper connection between the device

and the VM operational point and applies a coordination force fpc to both. High coordination gains are undesirable because

they give a “sluggish” feeling in free motion [26]. Therefore, the four channel architecture uses low coordination gains and

employs the coordination force only to maintain the kinematic correspondence between the device and the operational point

on the VM.

mHD
mVM

fh

fpc fenv
fh

fenv

Fig. 1. Mechanical representation (excluding the communication delay and force scaling) of one dimensional haptic interaction within a virtual environment
via the four channel teleoperation controller.

Note that the impedance controller is represented in Fig. 1 only through its effect on the impedance (mass) of the haptic

deviceZHD (mHD). If the impedance controller perfectly matches the impedance of the haptic device to the VM impedance

at the user-selected operational point,ZHD = ZVM (mHD = mVM ), then the impedance transmitted to the users’ hand isZt = ZVM + Zenv. Users feel as if directly manipulating the VM within the virtual environment, and the haptic controller

is transparent [26]. In this existing control architecture, users feel the motion constraints due to other virtual objects throughZenv , represented byfenv in Fig. 1. They feel the VM inertia and the motion constraintsdue to the virtual joints through

the impedance controller which matchesZHD to ZVM . As discussed in Section IV, the impedance controller commands the

device acceleration to follow the acceleration of the VM operational point, i.e., it commands zero device accelerationalong

the directions of joint constraint. Numerical drift and finite device stiffness prevent zero acceleration control fromeffectively

limiting users’ motion. Therefore, a new controller is proposed in Section V that penalizes users’ motion along the directions

restricted by the virtual joints.
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Before addressing the shortcoming of impedance control forhaptic rendering of joint constraints, the computation of the

VM dynamics in the virtual environment is presented in the following section.

III. V IRTUAL MECHANISM MODELING

The VM dynamics can be computed in task space or in configuration space. In task space, the dynamics of each link are

derived independently and joint constraints are imposed via algebraic constraint equations. Hence, a computationally expensive

differential algebraic system of equations must be integrated for which constraint satisfaction may be problematic [17]. In

configuration space, the joint constraints (i.e., the VM topology) are embedded in the coordinate representation. Onlya reduced

set of coordinates must be integrated and joint (topological) constraint satisfaction is guaranteed. Therefore, VMs are simulated

in configuration space in this work. Note that the VM configuration space and task space representations coincide when users

choose to operate a single object, i.e., a VM with no topology.

Since the coordinate representation embeds the joint constraints, only the contact and the user-applied forces must beincluded

in the dynamic equations. Hence, the configuration space dynamics of a VM withd DOFs andc contacts are given by:D (q) �q+B (q; _q) +G (q) = cXi=1 JTi (q)Fi + JTh (q)Fh. (1)

In (1), notation is used as follows:D (q)d�d is the VM configuration space inertia;B (q; _q)d�1 represent Coriolis and centripetal

effects;G (q)d�1 are the gravitational terms;Ji (q)6�d is the VM Jacobian computed at thei-th contact;Fi6�1 = �fTi 0T�T
is the contact wrench (i.e., the forcefi3�1 and torque� i3�1 = 03�1) at thei-th contact;Jh (q)6�d is the VM Jacobian computed

at the user’s hand (hand Jacobian);Fh6�1 is the user-applied wrench; andqd�1, _qd�1, and�qd�1 are the VM configuration space

position, velocity, and acceleration, respectively. Equation (1) describes the dynamics of a passive VM. Haptic manipulation

of powered (i.e., active) VMs can be allowed by augmenting (1) with the desired actuator torques.

In (1), the contact wrenchesFi model the interactions between the VM and other objects in the virtual environment. They

are computed as described in [8]. Once computed, (1) can be directly solved for the VM configuration space acceleration:�q = D�1 cXi=1 JTi Fi + JThFh �B�G! . (2)

In (2), the instantaneous state dependence of all computed terms on the right hand side of the equation is implied. The VM

state is advanced by integrating its configuration space acceleration using a fixed step integrator with time step equal to the

time step of the control loop.

While the VM dynamics are computed in configuration space, users operate the VM in task space. Therefore, the VM inertia,
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joint constraints, and contact forces must be applied to theuser’s hand in task space. The representation of the VM inertia to

the user is discussed in the following section, while the approach proposed for representing the joint constraints to the haptic

device is presented in Section V.

IV. H APTIC RENDERING OF MECHANISM INERTIA AT THE USER-SELECTED POINT

Both the inertia and the joint constraints are embedded in the operational space inertia of the VM computed at the user’s

hand,�h6�6 [13]: �h = �JhD�1JTh ��1 . (3)

Therefore,�h is incorporated in this work in the desired VM impedance at the user-selected operational point,ZVM . The

impedance device controller changes the dynamics of the haptic device to match the desired VM dynamics [20]:�h�xh + bd _xh + kdxh = Fh +Fenv +Fpc. (4)

In (4),�h, bd6�6 , andkd6�6 are the desired inertia, damping, and stiffness of the VM, respectively;Fenv6�1 is the environment

wrench at the user’s hand (the user-perceived force and torque due to the contact, gravitational, Coriolis, and centripetal forces

acting on the VM);Fpc6�1 is the coordination wrench between the device and the VM operational point (due to the generalized

spring and damper shown in Fig. 1); and�xh6�1 , _xh6�1 , andxh6�1 are the desired body acceleration, velocity, and position of

the device at the user-selected operational point, respectively.

Equation (4) is equivalent to: �xh = ��1h (Fh +Fenv +Fpc � bd _xh � kdxh) . (5)

This form is advantageous because the inverse of the VM operational space inertia at the user’s hand can be computed regardless

of the rank of the hand Jacobian: ��1h = JhD�1JTh . (6)

In contrast,�h can be computed only whenJh is full row rank. When the hand Jacobian is not full row rank,�h becomes

infinite along certain task space directions and��1h drops rank.

The rank deficiency of��1h indicates that the VM joints restrict the VM instantaneous body motion at the user-selected

operational point. This may happen when users hold a link with fewer than 6DOFs during spatial interaction and fewer than

3DOFs during planar interaction or when they operate the VM through a singularity. To illustrate how the VM joint constraints

are represented in the rank deficiency of��1h , consider the example manipulations of the planar VM depicted in Fig. 2. In
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the first example, the user holds the planar VM from the centreof mass (COM) of the middle link in the position shown in

Fig. 2(a). The held link has insufficient DOFs to allow arbitrary VM position and orientation at the user-selected operational

point. The virtual joints instantaneously constrain the user’s planar motion according to:_xh = Jh _q, (7)

whereJh is: Jh = 26666664 �l1s1 � lc2s12 �lc2s12 0l1c1 + lc2c12 lc2c12 01 1 0
37777775 . (8)

In (8), links are numbered from the base outward,li is the length of linki, lci is the distance from the joint with the previous

link to the COM of link i, sij denotessin(qi + qj), and cij denotescos(qi + qj). Equation (8) shows thatrank (Jh) = 2.

From (6), it follows thatrank ���1h � = 2. In the second example, the user holds the planar VM from the COM of the distal

link in the position shown in Fig. 2(b). In the example position, the hand Jacobian:Jh = 26666664 � (l1 + l2) s1 � lc3s13 �l2s1 � lc3s13 �lc3s13(l1 + l2) c1 + lc3c13 l2c1 + lc3c13 lc3c131 1 1
37777775 , (9)

is singular,rank (Jh) = 2, and rank ���1h � = 2. These examples illustrate that��1h drops rank when the virtual joints

instantaneously restrict the VM body motion at the user-selected operational point.

q
2

q
1

q
3

(a) Manipulation from a link
with insufficient DOFs.

q
2

q
1

q
3

(b) Manipulation through a sin-
gularity.

Fig. 2. Example manipulations of a planar VM where the virtual joints restrict the instantaneous body motion at the user-selected operational point.

Since��1h can be computed regardless of the rank ofJh, (5) is used in this work in the impedance control of the device.

Equation (5) computes the desired body acceleration at the user’s hand. Given the device dynamics:Md�xh +Cd _xh = Fh + u, (10)
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whereMd andCd are the inertia and the Christoffel matrices of the haptic device, andu is the control signal [20], the

impedance control law for the interface is obtained as:u = �Md��1h � I�Fh +Md��1h (Fenv +Fpc)+ �Cd �Md��1h bd� _xh �Md��1h kdxh == �Md��1h � I�Fh +MdJhD�1� +Md��1h Fpc+ �Cd �Md��1h bd� _xh �Md��1h kdxh. (11)

In (11): � = cXi=1 JTi Fi �B�G (12)

is the configuration space torque due to the VM contact, gravitational, Coriolis, and centripetal forces, and5:��1h Fenv = JhD�1� . (13)

The control signal in (11) applies the VM contact, graviational, Coriolis, centripetal, and joint constraint forces tothe haptic

device by commanding the device acceleration to follow the acceleration of the VM at the user-selected operational point. Since

the VM acceleration along the directions of joint constraint is zero, (11) controls to zero the device acceleration along these

directions. However, numerical drift and limited device stiffness prevent zero acceleration control from effectively restricting

users’ motion along the directions resisted by the virtual joints. A technique that overcomes this limitation of impedance control

and enables users to realistically feel the virtual joint constraints is proposed in the following section.

V. HAPTIC RENDERING OF JOINT CONSTRAINTS AT THE USER-SELECTED POINT

An analysis of the VM dynamics suggests how the control in (11) can be augmented to enable users to perceive motion

constraints imposed by the VM joints. At the user-selected point, ��1h maps all wrenches acting on the VM to the VM body

acceleration at the user’s hand as given in (5). In (5),�xh = ( _vTh _!T )T is an element of the space of body accelerations

at the user’s hand,A; i.e., _vh3�3 and _!3�3 are the linear and the angular acceleration of the user’s hand, respectively. When��1h is full rank, the wrenches acting on the VM, including the user-applied wrenchFh, produce body acceleration of the

user’s hand along all directions ofA. The VM behaves as an inertia along all directions ofA. On the control side, (11) applies

this inertia to users by controlling their acceleration to the value given in (5).

5after premultiplication of� = JThFenv by JhD�1 and substitution from (6).
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When��1h is rank-deficient,�xh lies in a subspace ofA. Wrenches (in particular, user-applied wrenches) exist that lie in

the null space of��1h , N ���1h �. These wrenches are opposed by the structural stiffness of the VM. They have no effect on

the VM body acceleration at the user’s hand. At the user-selected point, the VM behaves as an infinite stiffness along the

directions inN ���1h � and behaves as an inertia along the directions orthogonal tothem. Hence, the directionsN ���1h � are

the directions resisted by the virtual joints, while the directions in the range space of��1h R ���1h � are the directions of

motion allowed by the virtual joints. On the control side, the control in (11) enforces the VM body acceleration both along the

directions of constraint and along the directions of motion. Along the constraint directions, the control in (11) enforces zero

device acceleration. Due to numerical drift and finite device stiffness, this control cannot restrict users’ motion as required

by the virtual joints. In other words, acceleration controlis unsuitable for rendering the infinite structural stiffness of the VM

along the directions resisted by the virtual joints.

In the proposed implementation, the directions inN ���1h � are computed via a singular value decomposition (SVD) based

algorithm. In particular, the SVD ofJTh (rather then the SVD of��1h ) is used to derive the directions resisted by the virtual

joints. This is because the null spaces of��1h andJTh are equal and the two mappings have the same singular directions:N (��1h ) = N (JTh ), (14)

as shown in Appendix IX. Physically, the proof can be understood by considering the action ofJTh . Specifically,JTh maps the

space of wrenchesF to the space of configuration torquesT :� = JThF, (15)

i.e., to the space of torques that result in body acceleration at the user’s hand. In (15),F is an element ofF . In other words, in

the VM configuration space dynamics,JTh filters out the wrench components that have no effect on the body acceleration of

the user’s hand. Hence, the null spaces of��1h and ofJTh coincide and the SVD ofJh can be used to compute the directions

resisted by the virtual joints.

When users hold a VM link with redundant DOFs (the hand Jacobian is full row rank):I6�6 � JhJh, (16)

can be used to apply forces to users along theN ���1h � directions. In (16),Jh = D�1JTh�h is the dynamically consistent

inverse of the hand Jacobian [14]. When users hold a VM link with insufficient DOFs or move through a singularity, the hand

Jacobian is row rank deficient and (16) cannot be used to compute forces along the directions resisted by the virtual joints. To
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enable users to manipulate VMs from any link and through singularities, the restricted directions are derived using theSVD

of JTh in this work.

Realistic perception of the joint constraints is enabled via augmenting the control provided by (11) with penalties applied

along the directions resisted by the virtual joints, as shown in Fig. 3. In this figure,xVM is the position and orientation of

the user-selected operational point on the VM (obtained viaforward kinematics from the VM configuration space positionq), andxh is the position and orientation of the user’s hand on the device. For simplicity, only a one dimensionalN (JTh )
is depicted. Note that the penalties applied to users along the directions resisted by the virtual joints serve a similarpurpose

to the penalties applied in stabilized integration techniques such as Baumgarte stabilization [27]. They overcome difficulties

related to imposing position constraints at the acceleration level (i.e., via controling acceleration to zero) in the presence of

numerical drift.

nj

( - )-x x nVM h jn x xj

T
( - )VM h

xh

Configuration manifold
of the VM

Direction resisted by the

virtual joints ( )N Jh

T

Space of motions allowed

by the virtual joints ( )R Jh

Penalties applied to users
along the direction resisted

by the virtual joints

User’s hand on the
haptic device

User-selected
operational point

on the VM

xVM

Fig. 3. Penalty wrench constraining users to the configuration manifold of the VM that they manipulate.

The directions resisted by the virtual jointsnj are provided byN (JTh ). The constraint position and velocity are provided by

the body positionxVM and velocity _xVM of the user-selected operational point on the VM. The stiffnesskj and the dampingbj of the penalties applied to users along the directions resisted by the virtual joints are used to render the infinite stiffness of

the VM along these directions. Therefore, the control law in(11) is augmented with the control signal:uadd = Md jXi=1 �kjnTj;i (xVM � xh)+bjnTj;i ( _xVM � _xh)�nj;i, (17)

wherej is the number of directions resisted by the virtual joints. Note thatj = 6� rank(Jh) during spatial rigid body (6
DOFs) manipulation, andj = 3� rank(Jh) during planar rigid body (3 DOFs) manipulation.
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Hence, the proposed control is:u = �Md��1h � I�Fh +MdJhD�1� +Md��1h Fpc+ �Cd �Md��1h bd� _xh �Md��1h kdxh+Md jXi=1 �kjnTj;i (xVM � xh)+bjnTj;i ( _xVM � _xh)�nj;i. (18)

The ability of this control to restrict user’s motion as required by the joints of the VM is validated via simulations in Section VI

and via controlled experiments in Section VIII.

VI. SIMULATIONS

In this section, two simulated manipulations of a three-link planar VM are used to compare the performance of the control

in (18) to the performance of the control in (11) developed in[20]. In the simulations, users manipulate a three-link planar

VM by applying a constant forcefh = 0:4N along thex direction. The VM parameters are given in Table I. Initially, the VM

is at rest in the positionq0 = ���4 rad �6 rad � �6 rad
�T

. The haptic device is also at rest, but its position differs from that

of the user-selected operational point by5mm along thex direction and by3mm along they direction (see Fig. 4). The VM

motion is unrestricted by other virtual objects, i.e., no environment forces act on the VM during the simulated manipulations.

TABLE I

PARAMETERS OF THE THREE-LINK PLANAR VM OPERATED BY THE USER IN THE SIMULATIONS.

Link length (m) Link mass (kg) Link inertia (kg�m2)l1 = 0:042m m1 = 3kg I1 = 0:015kg�m2l2 = 0:042m m2 = 3kg I2 = 0:015kg�m2l3 = 0:030m m3 = 1kg I3 = 0:005kg�m2
fh

x
y

Operational point

Initial hand position

(a) Manipulation from middle
link.

fh

x
y

Operational point

Initial hand position

(b) Manipulation from distal
link.

Fig. 4. Simulated manipulations of a three-links planar VM.The initial VM position is shown in black. VM positions during manipulation are shown in
grey.

The SimulinkTM diagram of the manipulations is shown in Fig. 5. In this diagram, the VM simulation (corresponding to
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ZVM in Figure 1) is represented via the configuration space dynamics of the VM. The haptic device controlled according to (11)

(corresponding toZVM in Figure 1) is represented via the VM operational space dynamics, i.e., it is assumed that the impedance

device controller perfectly matches the impedance of the haptic device to the impedance of the VM (ZHD = ZVM ). The

additional control signal used to enforce joint constraints on usersuadd is explicitly represented. Moreover,Md is considered

constant throughout the workspace and equal to unity. Note that Fig. 5 represents planar interaction, i.e., wrenches (shown in

boldface upper letters) act on the haptic device and on the VMrather than forces (shown in normal lower letters), as in the

1DOF haptic interaction represented in Fig. 1. Note also that free linkage manipulation is simulated in Fig. 5, i.e., thevirtual

environmentZenv is not represented and no environment wrenches act on the device or on the VM.

1
s

1
s

VM simulation
(configuration space)

Jh

Fkin

Position coordination channels.

L
-1

J Jh h

#
.

1
s

1
s

Device under
impedance control (task space)

Topological constraints

.
. .

..

.

+

+

+ +

+

-

+

Fh

Fpc

uadd

qq
.

xVM

xVM

.

xHD

xHD

.

TJh D
-1

h

q
..

xHD

...
xHD

Fig. 5. Simulink diagram of the haptic manipulation of a three-links planar VM with motion unrestricted by other virtualobjects.

The coordination between the device and the VM has stiffness:Kpc = �100N/m 100N/m 0:5Nm/rad

�T
, (19)

and damping: Bpc = �70N/(m/s 70N/(m/s) 0:375Nm/(rad/s)

�T
. (20)

These values are chosen to match the values implemented in the haptic controller used in the experiments [20]. Compared to

the impedance of the virtual contacts implemented in the experimental haptic interaction system (kcontact = 15000N/m andbcontact = 300N/(m/s)), the impedance of the position coordination channels is very weak. This is because position coordination

is used only to maintain kinematic correspondence between the device and the VM operational point, while the force channels

are used to increase the realism of the interaction[20]. Furthermore, users would perceive a large coordination impedance as an
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unphysical resistance during free motion. The stiffness and damping of the penalties used to impose joint constraints on users

arekj = 200N/m/kg andbj = 50N/(m/s)/kg, respectively. They also match the values implemented in the experimental haptic

interaction system. These values have been chosen (via trial and error) as large as possible while preserving stability. They

seem low compared to the impedance of the virtual contacts. However, note that, unlike the impedance of virtual contacts, the

joint constraint impedance is applied to users at the acceleration level. In other words, it is not premultiplied by the inverse of

the VM inertia matrix��1h . For the virtual linkage illustrated in this work,��1h is rather small and, hence, it correspondingly

decreases the impedance of the virtual contacts at acceleration level.

Fig. 6 depicts the results for the first simulated manipulation, in which users operate the VM from the COM of the middle link,

as shown in Fig. 4(a). This link has only2 DOFs. Hence, the VM joints constrain user’s motion throughout the manipulation.

The simulated trajectories of the user’s hand on the haptic device (“HD”) and of the operational point simulated on the VM

(“VM”) are shown in Fig. 6(a) for the case when the joint constraints are imposed at the acceleration level. They are shown

in Fig. 6(b) for the case when user’s motion along the restricted directions is penalized according to (17). Note that theuser’s

hand drifts from the operational point when joint constraints are imposed at the acceleration level. In contrast, the drift is

substantially reduced through penalizing user’s motion along the directions resisted by the virtual joints.

The results for the second simulated manipulation are shownin Figure 7. This time, the user operates the VM from the

COM of the distal link, as shown in Figure 4(b). Since the userholds a link with3 DOFs, the penalties are applied only

intermittently, when the user moves through a singularity.Once more, the trajectories in Figures 7(a) and 7(b) illustrate that

the drift between the user’s hand and the operational point on the VM is significant unless user’s motion along the directions

resisted by the VM joints is appropriately penalized through device control.

The control in (18) requires the computation of the directions resisted by the virtual jointsnj . This computation is based

on the SVD ofJh, which may be numerically expensive for the speed requirements of the haptic control loop. The following

section discusses suitable approximations of these directions that can be implemented in a local model of interaction with

guaranteed real time performance [21].

VII. I MPLEMENTATION

To avoid the need to compute the directions resisted by the virtual joints at the speed of the control loop, the force control

loop is decoupled from the simulation through a local model of rigid body interaction [21] (see Fig. 8). The local model isa

reduced simulation that runs at the frequency of the force control loop. It approximates the interaction between the VM and

the virtual environment via the interaction between the VM and nearby objects. The quality of the approximation is maintained

by updating the local model at each step of the simulation.
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Fig. 6. Simulated planar manipulation of a three-links planar VM held from the COM of the middle link.

The local model of interaction allows the computations to bedistributed between the simulation and the haptics processors.

In particular, the contact geometry and the directions resisted by the virtual joints are computed on the simulation processor.

The VM dynamics and the interaction and device control (including the penalties along the restricted directions) are computed

on the haptics processor. This significantly reduces the load of the haptics processor, because the computationally intensive

collision detection and SVD of the hand Jacobian are eliminated from the local model of the interaction. As a result of the

increased numerical efficiency of the local model compared to the VM simulation, the wrenches enforcing the VM joint and

contact constraints can be computed at the speed of the haptic loop6, and users can manipulate VMs with larger number of

links. Furthermore, the local joint constraint geometry alleviates the computational delay of the virtual environment. This allows

stiffer joint constraints to be imposed on users via the proposed approach than via connecting users to the virtual environment

6Attempting to compute the SVD of the hand Jacobian on the haptics processor renders the local model too slow for the force feedback loop when
implemented on the haptic planar interaction system described in Section VIII.
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Fig. 7. Simulated planar manipulation of a three-links planar VM held from the COM of the distal link.
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Fig. 8. Decoupling of the force control loop from the virtualenvironment (VE) simulation through a local model of rigid body interaction.
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through virtual coupling (as validated experimentally in the following section).

During haptic manipulation of VMs, the numerical efficiencyof the local model is further increased by approximating the

VM configuration space inertia and the gravitational terms via their values in the virtual environment at the moment of the

update, and by ignoring Coriolis and centripetal effects (similar to work in [4] and [2]), i.e., by simulating:bD�q+ bG = cXi=1 JTi Fi + JThFh. (21)

In (21), bD and bG denote the values ofD andG, respectively, computed by the simulation and sent to the local model at the

update. Furthermore, the directions resisted by the VM joints are approximated through their values in the virtual environment

at the update. In other words, the SVD ofJh is computed by the simulation:bJh = bUb�bVT (22)

and the columns ofbU are used in the local model to estimate the directions restricted by the virtual joints. Lastly,��1h is

approximated locally by: b��1h = bJh bD�1vt bJh. (23)

Operation of VMs using the approximations provided by equations (21), (22), and (23) is demonstrated experimentally inthe

following section.

VIII. E XPERIMENTS

In this section, VM manipulations from various user-selected links are illustrated via two sets of experiments. The first

set of experiments investigates controlled manipulationswithin the virtual environment depicted in Fig. 9. The second set of

experiments illustrates unrestricted manipulations by human users within the dynamic virtual environment shown in Fig. 10.

In all experiments, users operate the three-link planar VM (dimensions and inertial properties are given in Table I) viathe

planar haptic interface available in the Robotics and Controls Laboratory at the University of British Columbia [21]. The

VM is initially at rest, in the configuration space positionq0 = �0rad �6 rad � �3 rad
�T

. The stiffness and damping of the

penalties enforcing the virtual joint constraints arekj = 200N/m/kg andbj = 50Ns/m/kg, respectively. The stiffness and damp-

ing of the virtual coupling areKvc = (50N/m 50N/m 0:2Nm/rad)T andBvc = (3N/(m/s) 3N/(m/s) 0:005Nm/(rad/s))T ,

respectively7. Trajectories are represented in task space coordinates, with x and y being coordinates in the plane of motion

7These values represent the maximum impedance of the virtualcoupler for which the interaction is stable, i.e., for whichchattering does not occur.
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and� being rotation about an axis perpendicular on the motion plane.

Fig. 9. Testbed virtual environment used to illustrate haptic manipulation of VMs from arbitrary user-selected links.

Virtual mechanism

Moving objects Rigid enclosure

Fig. 10. Testbed virtual environment used to illustrate haptic manipulation of VMs within a dynamic virtual environment.

The first set of experiments contrasts three types of trajectories: (i) trajectories obtained via penalizing user’s motion along

the directions resisted by the virtual joints using (18); (ii) trajectories obtained via controlling to zero user’s acceleration along

these directions using the impedance controller in (11); and (iii) trajectories obtained via controlling user’s motion through

virtual coupling. Since human users cannot apply the same wrenches during successive manipulations, a controlled constant

wrench8 Fh = (0:4N 0N 0Nm)T represents the human operator in the first set of experiments. This constant wrench ensures

the “same” user during all manipulations, and allows successive experimental trajectories to be compared to each other.

The trajectories of the user’s hand on the haptic device (“HD”) and of the user-selected operational point on the VM

(“VM”) plotted in Fig. 11 correspond to manipulation from the middle link. The trajectories shown in Fig. 12 represent

manipulation from the distal link. Note that the closed-loop dynamics are different when users are connected to the VM

operational point via the various controllers. Therefore,the operational point on the VM follows a different trajectory in

each case. Nevertheless, the experimental trajectories allow a qualitative comparison of the various controllers. Inparticular,

Figs. 11(a) and 12(a) demonstrate that the control in (18) effectively opposes user’s motion along the directions resisted by

the virtual joints regardless of the user-selected operational point. This is illustrated by the fact that the user’s hand trajectory

follows the VM trajectory within the steady state error due to the limited stiffness of the penalties applied to users. Incontrast,

8For the impedance type haptic interface employed in these experiments, a constant wrench represents a worst case scenario for stability [28].
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Figs. 11(c) and 12(c) show that the user’s hand drifts from the VM operational point by tens of centimeters when the virtual

joints are enforced via impedance control. This is because the impedance controller cannot oppose user-applied wrenches in the

null space of the hand Jacobian, and the device moves freely under the user-applied wrenches in this space and quickly drifts

from the VM operational point. Note also that the trajectories enforced via penalizing motion along the directions resisted by

the virtual joints have smaller steady state error than the trajectories enforces via virtual coupling. The smaller steady state

error demonstrates that users feel stiffer constraints viathe proposed controller than via the virtual coupler. Furthermore, the

haptic device quickly comes to rest under the proposed control (as it would if the linkage were real) and it oscillates around

the equilibrium position when connected to the VM via virtual coupling. This demonstrates that the present approach results

in more realistic haptic manipulation of VMs than the virtual coupler.

The second set of experiments illustrates manipulations from the distal link of the VM within the planar virtual environment

depicted in Fig. 10. This virtual environment includes a rigid enclosure and two moving rectangular objects in additionto the

VM. The device trajectories and the user-perceived wrenches plotted in Fig. 13 are obtained when the user is connected to

the VM via the proposed approach. Those plotted in Fig. 14 areobtained when the user is connected to the VM via virtual

coupling. Since users cannot apply the same wrenches in successive experiments, the trajectories in Figs. 13(a) and 14(a)

cannot be compared to each other9. However, users operate the VM such that it collides with other virtual objects in each

experiment. Therefore, the user-perceived wrenches in Figs. 13(b) and 14(b) can be qualitatively compared. The forcesfelt

by users when the VM collides with other virtual objects are two orders of magnitude larger in Fig. 13(b) than in Fig. 14(b)

(note the different vertical scales used in these figures). This confirms that the proposed controller does not low-pass filter the

impulsive wrenches computed in the virtual environment. Hence, the experiments depicted in Figs. 13 and 14 validate that

the proposed controller renders virtual joint constraintswithout degrading the transparency of the four channel teleoperation

architecture (i.e., without low-pass filtering the impulsive contact wrenches).

IX. CONCLUSION

This paper has proposed an approach for applying physically-based wrenches to users operating open-loop VMs. The approach

allows manipulations of VMs with an arbitrary number of links, from any link, and through singularities. In this approach, a

haptic device controller is designed as an integral part of apreviously developed control architecture. The proposed controller

enforces the VM joint constraints, and the existing architecture applies to users the VM inertia and the contact interactions

between the VM and the virtual environment. The new controller acts as generalized springs and dampers that oppose users’

9Note also that the trajectories plotted in Figs. 13(a) and 14(a) do not represent the same interaction as the one depictedin Figs. 12 and 12 and, therefore,
the device trajectory errors are different in the two sets ofexperiments.
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Fig. 11. Manipulation from the middle link of the planar VM shown in Fig. 9.
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Fig. 12. Manipulation from the distal link of the planar VM shown in Fig. 9.
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Fig. 13. Manipulation from the distal link of the planar VM shown in Fig. 10 rendered via the proposed approach.

motion along the directions resisted by the virtual joints.These directions are orthogonal to the directions along which users feel

contact wrenches. Therefore, the new controller enforces joint constraints and simultaneously allows users to perceive contact

interactions with high frequency components, such as the impacts between the VM and the virtual environment. Experimental

results also illustrate that users can feel stiffer joint constraints when connected to the VM operational point via theproposed

approach than when connected via virtual coupling.

Future work will investigate the extension of the proposed approach to virtual mechanisms with arbitrary topologies, including

multiple closed loops, and the development of controllers with nonlinear damping for increasing the perceived rigidity of the

virtual joint constraints.
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Fig. 14. Manipulation from the distal link of the planar VM shown in Fig. 10 rendered via virtual coupling.

APPENDIX: EQUALITY OF THE NULL SPACES OF��1h AND JTh
This section shows that the null spaces of��1h andJTh are equal by showing that they have the same basis. The proof is

by construction and uses the SVD of��1h andJTh .

Let the SVD ofJTh be given by: JThd�6 = Vd�d�d�6UT6�6, (24)

andJTh have rankr. Then: �d�6 = 2664 �0r�r 0r�(6�r)0(d�r)�r 0(d�r)�(6�r)3775 , (25)

where�0r�r is ther-dimensional diagonal matrix having ther non-zero singular values ofJTh on its main diagonal. Furthermore,
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the last6� r columns inUT6�6 provide a basis for the null space ofJTh .

Substituting (25) into (6),��1h can be computed by:��1h6�6 = U6�6�6�dVTd�dD�1d�dVd�d�Td�6UT6�6. (26)D�1 is symmetric positive definite and can be reduced to the diagonal formA through a suitable rotationR:A = 0BBBBBB@a1 0 : : : 0
...0 0 : : : ad

1CCCCCCA = RD�1RT . (27)

Moreover,Y = RV = �y1 : : : yd� is orthogonal (sinceVTRTRV = I), and:VTD�1V = VTRTARV == 0BBBBBB@yT1...yTd
1CCCCCCA0BBBBBB@a1 0 : : : 0

...0 0 : : : ad
1CCCCCCA�y1 : : : yd� =

= 0BBBBBB@yT1...yTd
1CCCCCCA�a1y1 : : : adyd� = A. (28)

From (26), (28) and (25), it follows that: �6�dVTd�dD�1d�dVd�d�Td�6 == 2664�0r�rArr�r�0r�r 0r�(d�r)0(d�r)�r 0(d�r)�(d�r)3775 . (29)

In (29),Arr�r is the diagonal matrix havinga1; : : : ; ar on its main diagonal, and:�0A�0 = 26666664a1�21 : : : 0
...0 : : : ar�2r

37777775 . (30)
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After substitution from (30), (26) becomes:��1h6�6 = U6�6 2664�0r�rArr�r�0r�r 0r�(d�r)0(d�r)�r 0(d�r)�(d�r)3775UT6�6 == U6�6��6�6UT6�6, (31)

with U6�6 orthogonal, and��6�6 diagonal and having the firstr diagonal elements non-zero. In other words, (31) gives the

SVD of ��1h and the last6� r columns inUT6�6 provide a basis for the null space of��1h .
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